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INTRODUCTION

ave you ever wondered what it would feel like attract a steady stream of ideal prospects  
to your business; to easily communicate with them and quickly get them to see things 

your way? How about attracting your ideal client who can't wait to pay whatever you ask for  
your product or service? 

H

Yet you are in a position where you are at a loss as to how to acquire new clients that come to  
you regularly, let alone that stay with you for a lifetime. Or, how to only work with clients you 
love and who love you? 

It's not your fault. What you have been taught about attracting your ideal client  is completely 
off the mark. We will cure that here.

You  see,  there  is  a  fundamental  disconnect  in  the  way  we  present  our  programs  to  our 
prospects and how our prospects' brains receive them. The result is that our most important 
points have little chance of getting through and the sale is lost. 

You're about to discover the proven recipe to deliver a jaw-dropping presentation that will 
have your perfect client saying, “OMG, I need to work with you!“ in 20 minutes or less. 

This recipe, or framework,  is based on six simple steps which I will break down for you into 
easy to digest chunks.

When  you  master  these  principles  and  apply  them  to  your  business  you  will  see  your 
conversions rise and your income skyrocket. You will also reach those people for whom you 
can make the most difference. And, the best thing is that they will self-select and come to you. 
No more chasing and "selling."

This recipe is based on new research in neuroscience, cognitive psychology, and social biology 
and it works for live presentations, interviews, webinars, teleseminars, articles, and even how 
you communicate on your web site. When you master the simple principles you will learn in  
this report you will see your conversions rise and your income skyrocket.

BACKGROUND

t this point you might be wondering who I am and why you might want to listen to what I 
have to say.A

My name is Dorina Lanza.  I increase sales and market share for entrepreneurs for a living. 
Entrepreneurs like to have me around as a trusted advisor to help them build their businesses. 

This may sound a little over the top, but I'm pretty good at what I do. I've increased sales for 
entrepreneurs and corporations by over $1 billion over the years. And, I continue to do this 
every day. 
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I now have the luxury of being able to work with my favorite type of client - you, the experts:  
speakers,  coaches,  consultants,  creative  people,  anybody  with  a  huge  value  to  offer  their 
marketplace.  It's a wonderful business.

Just so you'll know, I've traveled a very rough road to get where I 
am.  I have some huge wins from the early days yet there came a 
point where I reached some very deep depths.  I'm sure many of you 
have had similar experiences. In fact, I spent over a decade in the 
"desert" [I'm glad it wasn't 40 years ;-)]. I was finally  able to pull 
myself out and am able to be here to share what I know with you 
today.

After I found my way out of the "desert," I was able to develop and 
teach programs that have consistently delivered life changing results 
for  my clients'  businesses.   I  designed these  programs to  get  my 
clients  thinking  and  implementing  at  a  level  most  entrepreneurs 
don't even know exists, much less apply to their businesses.  Very 
effective - and a lot of fun. 

There came a point, though, where I noticed something was missing.  I thought it was me.  I 
thought I was missing something that everybody else knew. 

The Brain: A Review of How Your Prospect's Brain Works

As it turned out, I WAS missing something.  But it was not something everybody else knew.  
In fact, it seems that nobody knows it - or, if they do, they're certainly not applying it.  

What I was missing was that I needed to look inside people's brains to learn the principles of 
human motivation and what makes communications, and businesses, succeed or fail.

I'm here today because my success affords me the luxury to present this report to you and 
show you how to apply some of the things I've learned along the way to improve your own 
businesses. 

Prepare  to  have your  marketing  game taken  to  a  whole  new level  after  reading  this  and 
applying what you learn. 

The Discovery

If you're anything like me you will love that these strategies are based on new research in 
neuroscience, social biology, and cognitive psychology from places like Harvard and MIT and 
people like Srini Pillay, Mark Waldman, and Paul MacLean. 

Don't worry, I have translated it into English for you.  So sit back and relax.

This story actually goes back 154,000 years. We'll get to that in a minute because that's a 
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really cool part. 

But first, how did I figure this out? 

I spent over four decades as a medical physicist, business strategy consultant, mergers and 
acquisitions vice president, and university professor in Boston.  Because I am well connected 
to what's going on in those circles I've been able to assemble a number of resources.  Work by  
neuroscientists, cognitive psychologists, and others. 

I've applied what I learned after devouring these resources to build businesses - for myself  
and for my clients. In fact my programs are the first to systematically apply these principles  
with killer results.  Nobody else is doing this.  Nobody else knows how.  

In fact, we have a window of opportunity to apply what you will learn in this report but it will 
close.  My guess is that we have a 1 to 2 year head start. So, you are very well positioned to  
take advantage of this now to leap to the top of your market.

With a system like this, getting through to your ideal client is not just within the reach of 
exceptional people. It's very quickly within the reach of anybody who wants to put in some 
time to learn it. 

As I said, I'm going to take you back 154,000 years. But 
first,  let  me  make  a  detour  to  1952,  when  Paul 
MacLean, a neuroscientist affiliated with Harvard [Yes, 
for you locals, it is the same MacLean as in MacLean 
Hospital.], Yale, and NIH, came up with the theory of 
the Triune [3 in 1] Brain. 

He hypothesized that the human brain is really made 
up  of  three  brains  which  evolved  consecutively:  The 
Reptilian  [hundreds  of  million  years  back],  The 
Paleomammalian  [aka  Limbic  System],  and  The 
Neomammalian [aka the NeoCortex]. 

If  you are not familiar  with this  you need to be because it  has  direct  application to your 
success in business. Let's very quickly go over the basics. In my program, which you'll here 
about later, I'll give you plenty of details to cover this in a lot of depth so you can apply it in all  
aspects of your business.

In this report we will focus on applying this research to your presentations.

Your Prospect's Brain: The Croc

So, the first part of your brain to develop was the reptilian [we'll call it the croc brain for 
short]. It deals with things like your physical survival and keeping your body functioning. It is 
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what kept you from being eaten by large preadators back in the cave days. It also plays a  
critical role in establishing your social dominance - this will be important later. 

Why do we care? Because every new post, article, webinar, video, live presentation, is first 
processed by your prospect's croc brain. How their croc brain responds to you will dictate how 
well  you  do  in  your  presentation,  your  signature  talk,  whatever  it  is  you  are  trying  to 
communicate.  We will get to that in a minute but first you will want to get these basics down.

Think of the croc brain as the brain's bouncer.  It filters everything that comes in. Nothing 
reaches the reasoning part  of  your brain until  it  is  filtered by your croc brain.   And that  
includes your marketing messages.

The croc brain is self centered.  It's only interested in what's good for it.  And it's lazy.  It wants 
to find an excuse to dispose of your presence as quickly and with as little effort as possible.

So, your entire big idea, your programs, your marketing, your offer, anything . . . gets whittled 
down, basically, to the croc brain asking its three key questions: 

• Should I eat it?  

• Should I kill it?  

• Should I mate with it? 

This doesn't bode well for your messages to say the least.

Also, the croc brain lives by three simple rules: If it's not an immediate threat ignore it; If it's 
not new, exciting, alarming, or unique, ignore it; If it is new, exciting, alarming, or unique, 
summarize it as quickly as possible and forget the details [Note: 90% of details get tossed 
before the signal gets passed on to the higher level brain. No wonder people can't explain the 
presentation they just saw to their spouse!] 

The croc brain loves movement and it is desired driven.  And, if your message is seen as a  
threat,  your  message  will  be  processed  and  destroyed.   That's  what  happens  to  most 
marketing messages.  Gone.

On  top  of  this,  the  croc  brain  has  been  given  some  very  specific  instructions  from  the 
neocortex.  Yes, the neocortex has rules too: Don't send me anything that I've seen before.  If  
it's something is confusing I don't want to know about it.  If it's abstract and not concrete then 
you deal with it. 

So to get past the croc brain up to the neocortex, you see that things need to be done in a  
certain way. They have got to be fast, visual, concrete, novel, high contrast, and must not scare 
the croc brain.

Your Prospect's Brain: The Limbic System
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Next came the limbic system. That's the part of your brain that deals with emotions. It also 
understands things like status which you will see shortly is very important to you and your 
business.

The limbic system also determines the meaning of things and situations. It knows what a cop 
is, what a boss is, and how people relate to you in your life. It understands social situations.  It  
keeps you functioning appropriately within society. If you did not have this part of your brain 
working you'd be in pretty big trouble.

Your Prospect's Brain: The Neocortex

Then you have the neocortex.  This is what most people think of as the brain.  

This  is  where  things  like  language,  speech,  logical  thinking,  and  planning  for  the  future 
happen. It solves problems and is completely emotionless. [Think Mr. Spock] It's incredibly 
smart. It doesn't care about social situations and it's not very good at managing survival. 

The neocortex is also the main culprit in the most common mistakes entrepreneurs  make 
when trying to get their message understood.  Once you see this and see the simple solution in 
a couple of minutes you will be thrilled.

Social Biology: How We React

Universal Truths

In addition to the rules of the croc brain we just discussed there are a few additional aspects of 
the brain that you will want to leverage when you prepare your communications. First, there 
are these universal truths:

• We chase that which moves away from us;

• We want that which we cannot have;

• We only place value on things that are difficult to obtain.

Sound familiar?

The Four Drives

All humans have four instinctive drives.  These are also rooted in the croc brain's survival 
instincts:

• The drive to Acquire;

• The drive to Bond;

• The drive to Learn;
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• The drive to Defend.

The drive to acquire is our most primitive drive.  It originally concerned itself with things like 
food and shelter in order to stay alive.  Now, however, it has two levels.  The first relates to 
things necessary for survival, as in the past.  The second deals with acquiring things that are 
not necessary for survival.  These are comprised of "positional" goods; things we acquire that 
show the world who we are - things such as the seaside mansion, the Ferrari, or a particular  
style of clothing, handbag, and the like.

Our drive to bond is also very strong.  We humans are joiners - they don't want to be left out in 
the cold. Back in the cave days, survival depended on it. Today, this manifests as the drive to  
be part of something important to our identity. You bond with like-minded people and prefer 
to be around them.

As far as the drive to learn goes, at survival level, the more we learned, the more predictable 
our world would become and the more likely we would be to survive.  The drive to learn also 
comes  from  need  for  consistency  in  our  world  view  so  we  can  maintain  order  and 
predictability.  In fact, when our brain sees something new, it tries to fit it into "the known." 
[That's why when you approach somebody with a biz opp, they want to know "What is it?" so 
the croc brain can match it up against a known and forget about it - same with the question of 
"What do you do?"]

The drive to defend is reactive while the other three are proactive.  You are driven to defend 
when you perceive that one of the other three drives is being threatened. We not only defend 
our "stuff" but we also defend out ideas and thinking and the groups we belong to.

So for your ideal client you will want to determine what specific drives they might have.  What 
do they want to learn? Maybe they want to learn how to get by the croc brain so they can  
improve their marketing message.  ;-)

How might they want to bond? Perhaps they will get the opportunity to connect to industry 
luminaries by working with you. 

What is it the want to acquire? Maybe a vacation house that they can get with their increased 
income so that they can spend quality time with their family. 

And  how  about  defend?  Maybe  they  will  finally  be  able  to  help  all  those  abused  and 
abandoned animals out there with their additional business revenue. Maybe they will be able 
to  eliminate  the  bullying  their  child  is  getting  by  learning  approaches  to  deal  with  and 
eliminate it. 

Moving Towards and Moving Away Emotions

In addition to the three rules and the four drives we all have emotions from which we want to  
move away and emotions to which we want to move toward. 
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To figure out what they are, look at your ideal client and first, develop your hypotheses about  
their:

• Beliefs

• Desires

• Feelings/Emotions

What feelings are they being dominated by. Figure out the negative feelings they have about 
their  current  circumstances:  frustrated,  overwhelmed,  helpless,  and  out  of  control,  for 
instance.  Then  identify  the  feelings  they  want  to  move  towards:  Confident,  respected, 
organized, and in control, for instance. Use these words in your marketing materials. Talk 
about getting them away from their negative feelings. Get them to visualize the process of 
implementing what you teach to get those positive feelings going. 

You catch my drift? You CANNOT know too much about these people!

Knowing these things will allow you to leverage what I am teaching you here. This should be 
enough to get you a good head start and seeing results right away.

Of course there is much more work to be done to fully implement this beyound just your 
presentation than we can do in this report.  We go into much deeper depth in the programs. 
During the programs we work together to develop not only the phraseology for your own 
marketing but together we script your complete marketing presentation webinar and other 
materials. 

Given this, now what? You will want to leverage all of these croc brain drivers by integrating 
them into your communications with your prospects.  Before we have a look to see how to do 
this you will find it useful to get a sense of the problems we create for ourselves when we 
communicate with our prospects in the way everybody else teaches.

THE PROBLEM: SELLING, SUPPLICATION, AND NEEDINESS

enerally, if you've got a great product or  service, it's pretty easy to get people to see and 
hear your message at least on a superficial level. If you look around, though, you'll notice 

that the market is full of every kind of product and service. So, it's one thing to get people to  
notice what you have and quite another to get their attention so they will focus on it. And, it's 
another thing altogether to keep their attention and get them to take the action you would 
like.

G

This is why sales methods were built - to manage the process of keeping attention long enough 
to drive the prospects to action.  Yet they often achieve exactly the opposite action the seller  
desires.
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Selling has been called an antiquated 20th century process that is based on rejection control 
methods.  I agree.  And, since they have been around so long, traditional sales methods are 
predictable and easy to defeat.  "Do you want it in blue or pink?"  "I know how you feel I felt 
the same way here's what I found."  "If this were the price would you be ready to buy today?" 
"Buy within the next hour to get the special deal." Sound familiar?  Anybody can see these 
coming.

So what is it that you do?  You start by thanking the prospect for having taken the time to 
meet with you  out from their very busy day.  You tell them how glad you are to be there.  You 
continue to say that you hope you will be able to work together.  No!  Do not do this! This puts  
you in the position of the supplicant.  This is a very bad position to start from as you'll see 
shortly.

Then  you proceed  into  the  classic  selling  process  which  is  information  based.   This  is  a 
problem.  You start by giving your prospect some information: We've been in business since 
1938;  We have 257 employees; We work with IBM and Microsoft;  Look at our beautiful 
buildings;  We are debt free;  We are traded on the NYSE, and so on.  

Once you think you've given them enough information about how wonderful you are, you tell 
them a bit about what you have.  Look at my gorgeous widget.  It can be used to scrape the ice 
off of your car, comes in these three beautiful neon colors, you can also use it to flip pancakes, 
and it's very well priced.  Then you translate the details into features and benefits and then,  
out comes the two by four, and you start hitting your prospect over the head with it trying to 
make the sale.  

This approach is very confrontational and full of pressure.  Knowing what you now know, how 
do you think the croc brain likes this?  As a matter of fact how do you think the neocortex likes 
this!?

The method you will learn about shortly, is the complete opposite. At the end of the process, 
there is no pressure. There is no selling.  And, your prospect becomes drawn to you.

So, why is applying so much pressure at the end bad?  First of all, it alienates your prospect.  
And then, it makes us do the things that make us feel skanky, gross, and in need of a shower -  
like  offering  free  trials  or  free  consultations;  competing  on  price  and  discounting;  giving 
refunds and price concessions; and writing proposals all only to wait for the reply that never 
comes.  And, doing these things indicates neediness to your prospect.  The prospect sees that 
you need them to work with you.  This is not good as you'll see shortly.

All  these things create apathy in your prospect at  best.   If  you want to participate in the 
bottom of  the  market  place  where  all  the  competition  you may want  to  do these  things.  
However, if you follow the model that I teach to build your business from a solid foundation of 
value you will find that using these free trial, discount type approaches are counterproductive. 
People at the top of the market want results, not discounts. This is not how you attract your 
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ideal client.

The Pitfalls: The Six Common Presentation Errors

So, in your selling process, what have you done?  You have, at a minimum, committed the six  
classic communication errors which chase your clients off.  And, you didn't even know you 
did.  After all, you were just following what everybody teaches.

If you are like most people, you present your ideas from your neocortex, the smart, language, 
problem solving part of your brain. But, it is being received by the croc brain of the person 
you're talking to. 

This  is  a  problem  because  while  you're  talking  about  whatever  -  product  features, 
benefits,payment terms, and concepts that the neocortex is comfortable with - and you think 
you're communicating - the brain of the person on the other side of the desk, other end of the 
phone, or in the conference room is processing what you have to say through the fast acting  
croc brain. So, he's only thinking: Hmmm, should I eat it, should I kill it, or should I mate 
with it?

Furthermore,  if  you are giving a pitch from your neocortex and you are in the low status 
position you're in real trouble.  And then, if you're dealing with many facts and figures or 
features and benefits, or you are using other classic sales tactics, that's even worse. That is no 
way to give a pitch or presentation. Pitches that are sent from the smart part of the brain, the 
neocortex, bounce right off the part of the brain that is receiving the message - the millions of  
years older - the croc brain. That's a huge problem that can, actually, be avoided. And I am 
going to tell you how.

So, back to the six errors.

You'll find that during your presentation, in your panic, you didn't provide any context.  You 
provided no frame of reference for how what you have fits in to your prospect's life.  Then you 
continued to explain the versatility of what you have: it could be used here, or it could be used 
there,  or  you  could  do  these  other  thing  with  it.  That's  not  good.   The  croc  brain  hates 
confusion.   You also  wound up  talking  way  too  much and  the  words  that  you  used,  the 
descriptions,  made you sound like everybody else out there in the marketplace.   Or,  your 
presentation moved way too slowly.  The croc brain got bored.  And then you finished by 
sounding needy: "Does this sound like something you might be interested in?"  This is not an 
effective strategy.

In fact, what have you just done?  Congratulations, you have just achieved perfection in the  
violation of all of the croc brain's rules for messages.  It wants messages to be:

• High contrast;

• With concrete inputs;
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• Incorporating visual information;

• That is novel;

• Moves with speed;

• And makes the croc brain feel safe.

Your message did not follow these rules and it got bounced right out and so did you.

To reiterate, this is how you messed up.  You:

• Didn't provide context;

• Were too vague;

• Talked too much;

• Sounded like everybody else;

• Moved too slowly;

• Were needy.

Hmmm . . . Let's have a closer look. 

If you didn't provide sufficient context, you violated the croc brain's need for high contrast  
choices  such  as  big/small,  safe/dangerous,  exciting/boring.  By  providing  high  contrast 
choices  you  stand  out  among  the  incessant  stimuli  bombarding  the  brain  -  aka  other 
marketing messages. Your message can be differentiated. If you have not provided context the 
croc brain gets confused. It needs to immediately understand how it is impacted by what you 
are saying. If it cannot, you will be ignored. 

By the way, have you looked at the web sites in your space lately?  Have a look.  I'll bet that  
they all sound the same.  Don't be one of them.

 If you are too vague you violate the croc brain's need for concrete inputs.  What are you 
talking about?  Be specific.  One of the things the croc brain does not like and cannot process 
are abstract concepts - those are for the neo-cortex. The croc only knows what to do when it is  
offered concrete,  real-world,  provable  inputs.  If  you are  too vague the  croc brain  will  get 
bored. You will be ignored.

If you talk too much you most likely violate the croc brain's need for visual information. Did 
you know that the croc brain processes visual information 25 - 50 times faster than auditory 
information?  Use vivid  descriptions,  pictures,  diagrams,  to  illustrate  your  point.  The croc 
brain needs visual information in order to make a decision. If you don't provide it, the croc  
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brain will get overwhelmed, see you as a threat, and it will flush your message.

If you sound like everybody else you violate the croc brain's need for novelty. Even worse, the 
croc brain will assume it knows what you are and it will put you in that box. Note that the croc  
brain is more interested in avoiding threats than gaining opportunity. Without novelty you 
will be ignored. 

When you are marketing or presenting,  what’s  racing through the prospect's  mind is this  
safety dialogue: “What is this like that I have seen before.” And once he finds it...Oh, I know 
what this is like. This is like x-y-z deal but with a little bit of top spin and it's round instead of  
triangular... Boom! You're history. He checks out and he’s gone.

So, if you look like something they've already seen, if you sound like five other experts, and 
your whole experience is not differentiated, you’re done. 

You violate the croc brain's need for speed if your presentation moves too slowly. The croc 
brain wants you to pick up the pace and get to the point. If your are moving slowly you are  
probably giving too many details which will be at best forgotten or, more likely, ignored. 

If you seem as if needy, the croc brain gets scared and feels threatened. It questions your 
motives.  Why?  Because back in the stone age, if somebody was needy and they came around 
to your cave, they were probably there to try to take your food.  This will trigger fear in the  
croc brain. You just violated its need for safety. Your message will be processed and destroyed. 

And, if you seem needy you exude low social value. More on that in a minute.  

If something does not generate real desire in your croc brain it will never find its way to your 
rational brain. All of your features and benefits will be of no use. Your rational brain will never 
be able to get your croc brain to take action.

But it can get worse, let's see what can happen in the most common sales process.

So, you walk into a room or get on the phone. You chit chat. Eventually somebody says "let's 
get started" and you wheel out your powerpoint and you start telling the story of what you 
have.

You can have the most organized, magnificent presentation.  It showcases you beautifully.  
Your logic is  flawless you you paint  an amazing picture of  your  product,  its  features  and 
benefits and how great it will be for them.  

And then what do you do?  I've seen this happen over and over again, even amongst the most 
experienced presenters.  This happens in all industries whether it's mergers and acquisitions, 
whether it is in a presentation to draw in coaching or consulting clients,  whatever.  At the end 
of your presentation you've done everything that you could possibly do and what happens? 
You say  something  tantamount  to  "What  do  you  think?"   "Is  this  something  that  would 
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interest you?"  "That's our presentation.  Are there any questions?" And, my favorite "If this is 
something you're interested in we'd be happy to talk with you further." Are you kidding me?

If you if you get to this point in your presentation and you're saying these things, you have 
some serious, serious framing problems on your hands.

THE SOLUTION: THE PERFECT PRESENTATION

hat's the solution?  You must give the croc brain what it wants so that you can get by it:  
high contrast choices it knows what its options are; a concrete description of what it is 

that you've got; make it visual - the brain processes visual images much more quickly than any 
other messages; make sure your novel, move quickly through your presentation; and make 
sure you make the crop brain feel safe. 

W

Then you can finally move on to presenting what you have.

So  few  do  these  things  that  you  can  differentiate  your  message  very  simply  using  this 
approach. And, as you incorporate everything that you just learned about social biology into 
your messaging, you differentiate yourself even further from other experts.

So, how do you do this?  How do you prepare a presentation takes advantage of how the mind 
really works? The answer is that there's an easy to use framework. 

Now, whatever you decide to do, if you like this approach and you want to find a way to learn 
more about it that's fine - but you should be using some approach - some method that's a  
framework so you are not all over the place when you present.  Don't be like the many experts,  
coaches, and other entrepreneurs that I see who start from scratch every time they give a 
presentation and then wind up with a mess.

There are six pieces to this framework.  First you have get by the croc brain.  To do this we are 
going to use something called framing. You know what a frame is - time frame, that kind of 
thing. 

Then, you will  want to tell  an effective story that you keep to about 20 minutes.  This is  
because most cognitive psychologists believe that you are not only going to have the mind 
tune out after 20 minutes but your audience will start forgetting what you told them at the 
beginning. 

When you are done with the story you will be at a point where you have to reengage people's 
minds. There are very specific ways to do this - by revealing the intrigue and really getting it  
into people's heads. 

At some point you are going to have to make your offer. You've got to tell your prospects 
exactly what you have and what it takes to participate. 

Then you have to hook your prospects in your offer - they love it, they want it, then you can  
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start talking about the details. 

And, finally, they have to take money from their account and wire it to your account. That's 
getting the deal.

In this model, which helps you build customers by generating attraction, you are really going 
through a social process, not an information based confrontation as you have when you use 
conventional approaches.  

How does it work?  You please the croc brain via your introduction, your big idea, and your 
status. You build high status early on and then you leverage it. You frame issues. You use a  
frame  which  is  called  the  prize  frame  that  we'll  talk  about  in  a  minute.  You  use  time 
constraints [not pressure] to your advantage and you make yourself scarce. 

When you do all this you create desire.  This is because that in this social process, you put 
people in a situation where they want what they can't have, they chase that which moves away 
from them, and they value your program because you have set it up as being hard to get.

So, you see that the traditional selling and presenting in this way are completely incompatible. 
You are either attracting someone and creating a client or you are chasing or pushing people  
into your deal whether they like it are not.

OK, now on to your perfect presentation. Now, by presentation I mean a webinar, sales letter,  
article,  blog  post,  book,  anything  that  contains  a  marketing  message  for  your  high  value 
transformational programs. 

Recall that we discovered that when you want to get a message out, your natural tendency is to 
come from the smart part of your brain, the neocortex. And we found out that when you come 
from your neocortex, your message goes straight to the other person’s crocodile brain and 
bounces right off because the croc only thinks:

• Should I eat it?

• Should I mate with it?

• Should I kill it?

You cannot assume you are communicating to a logical thoughtful linguistic problem-solving 
person. You are communicating to the safety part of the person who’s thinking: “How can I get 
rid of you?”

And that’s what we are going to look at here - how to get past the initial filter that governs 
every first interaction: “How can I get rid of you?”

In order to get past this bouncer, recall  how the croc brain filters information. We talked 
about that a few minutes ago. What does it need? What does it want? What are its rules? Here 
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they are again. The croc wants:

• High contrast;

• With concrete inputs;

• Incorporating visual information;

• That is novel;

• Moves with speed;

• And makes the croc brain feel safe.

If  your  message  does  not  follow  these  rules  it  will  be  bounced  right  out.  And  once  we 
incorporate these into our business then things become much easier in our business life. 

I said I was going to take you back 154,000 years or so. Let's do that now so you see why this 
happens and why framing is so important.

The human race is about 200,000 years old. In fact, Paleantologists found a skull that is about 
154,000 years old - it has 1450ccs of brain volume. That's the same as the average person 
living today.  Surprised me.  

Are we the same people that lived of the African savannah 150,000 years ago?  Apparently so. 
Trees, grass, vast open spaces, small rivers, dangerous sloping banks where large carnivorous 
reptiles were waiting for you to slip and fall.  Things were very simple than.  Simple patterns 
would clue you in on how to adapt for survival. "Hmmm . . .  There's something rustling in the 
grass.  I wonder if it might be a lion.  Hmmm . . . I don't think I'm going to hang around to  
find out."

Our ancestors learned how to make the most of small samples of data like this and today our 
brains still do that. People make decisions on very small samples of data.  And, if they don't  
have enough data, they just go ahead and invent something based on patterns they had seen 
before. And, they leap to conclusions, right or wrong, from fragments of information. 

This is critical to understanding the behavior of modern business people.

Framing

Generally when you give a presentation, you are giving your prospect challenges that are way 
beyond what our ancestors were used to dealing with.  To help your prospect of overcome 
these  challenges,  you  need  to  understand  how  frames  work  and  how  to  frame  your 
information because we are essentially using the same mind as our ancestors.  Framing before 
you begin your presentation is critical because if you don't frame you're going to freak out the 
croc brain and it will shut down.  
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Framing deals with how things are constrained and packaged.  This includes you and your 
offerings.  You want to create mental views to simplify complex issues. Frames contain some 
information and purposely exclude other information.  They create a point of view.

Frames are mental shortcuts, psychological referencing systems that all people use to gain 
perspective and a reference in social situations.  Frames impart judgment and change the 
meaning of human behavior.  

Think of an elephant. If you take a frame and set it so 
you only see its tail what does that tell you about the 
animal?  How about if you take the frame and now you 
put it around the elephant's foot? Now what do you 
see?  How about if you put it  around the elephant's 
ear?   Each  time  you  move  the  frame  you've  got  a 
completely different interpretation of what's going on.

So, you can see in this simple example, the effects of 
framing.  The way issues are framed, dramatically changes what they mean.

Framing,  as  I  will  show  you,  is  one  of  the  most  powerful  concepts  you  will  ever  learn.  
Remember the limbic system?  I thought so.  To keep it happy, framing is the first thing you  
will want to do in the social environment, even before you begin to deliver your message. 

Let's take everything we've talked about and put it together.  You walk into a room, a number 
of people are looking back at you.  You sit down, chit chat, the Red sox are doing horrible this  
year.  Yeah, my brother lives in Boston and he couldn't believe that loss.  He's in Boston?  We 
sail out of Marblehead. Blah blah blah.

Most sales trainers would think that this is positive movement [building rapport].  But, it does 
absolutely nothing.  You are not getting the job done.  The only job that you have when you 
walk into a room, get on the phone, get prepared to give a presentation is to elevate your  
status as high as you can so you can begin your presentation from a position of strength.

If you present from a low status position [and everybody who walks into a room whether there 
a CEO, a seasoned salesperson, start at low status], the croc brain of the people in the room 
will tend to ignore you.  Why?  You are not a threat, they don't want to mate with you, they  
don't want to eat you, they don't have to run away.  They're just going to ignore you.  This is  
not what you want.

In order to get their attention you have got to do something to raise your status level.  You 
need to present from a platform of high status so your audience listens to what you have to 
say.  This is the big take away for you.

So how do we elevate our status level if it is not through chit chat or not through giving our 
presentation? There is a frame that's called the prize frame.  And we're about to invoke it.
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Let's have a look to see how the social frames in a presentation are typically set up.  Let's say, I  
walk in as the seller or present are.  Typically, I'm trying to win of the prize of the buyer's 
money.  I'm trying to win their acceptance.  I'm trying to win them as a client, I'm trying to 
win them as a partner or as a sponsor.  

So, think about that framing.  What have I done?  I have just framed them as the Alpha myself  
as the Beta in the room, the supplicant.  I have framed myself as the needy party.  And the 
prospect is framed as the prize to win.  Not good.

This is a horrible situation to be in. You don't want to put yourself in a position of having to do 
a dog and pony show, you don't want to be singing and dancing, you don't want to get to the 
point in the presentation where you have to say "So, what do you think?  Is this something you 
would be interested in?  Would you be interested in going further?" If you establish the prize 
frame properly going in you will never have to say these things.

In fact, I would like to give you a little bit of perspective right now.  I think you will find this  
useful. When you have created a brilliant piece of work in the form of your premium signature 
program, for instance, there are plenty of people with money that are looking to buy it. They 
are searching for you.  Their money is useless to them without you.  They need you to get what 
they want in exchange for their money.  

Unfortunately, we tend to go in and think, "I have to win the prize of the money, so I have to  
juggle, stand on my head, ride a unicycle, so they will like me and they will award me the prize  
of the money."  

Stop it!  Somebody like you that is smart, caring, creative, diligent, ethical, has produced very 
important work, can clearly convey what you have . . . that is a rarity.  

Money is the commodity.  It's the most common commodity in the world.  It's not a prize. 
You can get it from the ATM machine, you can get it from your Uncle Joe, another client can 
give it to you.  You can get money anywhere.  Where can they get you?  Only one place.  You 
are the prize and the money has to win you.  

With  this  attitude,  you  frame  your  materials  in  a  package  where  your  power,  authority, 
strength, and status are illuminated.  That is where you want to begin.

So, you want to do things to raise your status before starting your presentation so that you can 
get the attention of your audience.  

This  is  not tough.  You can do this  very easily.   Let me give you an example.   Now, this  
example is intentionally stark.  I want you to see the pattern.  When you'll actually incorporate  
this  process  into  your  presentation  you  will  use  your  own  style  and  vocabulary  to 
communicate  the  message.   If  I  were  to  communicate  the  message  using  my  style  in 
vocabulary you might not be able to see the pattern.  Hence the heavy handedness in the 
illustrations I'm about to give.  
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So, for instance, as you begin you can say "Good afternoon, it's 1:30 why don't we get started. 
I have an hour to be here and then I have to get to another meeting." What are you doing? 
You're using the time frame by instituting time constraints.  

Why does this work?  Because high status people have demands on their time and everybody 
knows that.  High status people also take control of meetings and presentations.

Then you say "Why don't I get started.  I'll give you a 20 minute talk on our product and then  
I'll  let  you tell  me  about  yourselves  in  the  context  of  what  I  have.   Then we  have  some  
discussion to get your questions answered and then, if the chemistry is right and our product 
is a fit, we can talk about next steps."

This is a high status, sophisticated approach.  You set the agenda, you control the flow of  
events, you constrain the time.  It gives you an edge and nobody's going to argue with it. 

In this simple way you have literally reversed the polarity of power in that room.  You are no 
longer the Beta.  You are no longer supplicating to the buyer.  You've raised your status and 
now you can give a great presentation.

So let's tie this all together so you can see exactly how to make your next presentation better 
than any you have given in the past.  

Let me walk you through what the story part of the presentation and how it should look in the  
business narrative arc.  You've got to do all this in 20 minutes or less.  This will happen after 
you have gone through the initial process of framing yourself as the Alpha.

Step 1: Introduce yourself and your Big Idea [5 minutes]

Your Intro

Once you have gone through your initial status setting process, the first step in your actual  
presentation process is to introduce yourself, briefly, to build credibility and tell them your 
"big idea" in a few words [this is the core concept on which your program is based].  You do 
this in a way that increases your status so you can get past the croc brain and the mid brain.  

When you craft your story about your past successes highlight only your big wins. The reason 
for this is that research has shown that people's impressions are based on the average of the 
information available about you. If you only talk about your home runs you will be better off. 

Also, don't give your audience your life story.  Focus on your track record of success.  For  
instance: "My MBA is from Harvard and after that I was a strategy consultant at Bain for five 
years where I focused on working with venture backed startups.  My biggest home run was the 
work that I did for Iris where I repositioned them in front of a new target market.  I took them  
from a valuation of $900,000 to being sold to a public company for $24,000,000 three years 
later.  I left consulting six months ago to work on my 'big idea.'"
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Your audience will get sufficient additional information about you through the rest of your 
presentation. Do not dilute your status at the outset with only pretty good stuff - keep it to the  
great stuff. 

Why Now?

Now that you have established credibility and status, you must create a strong "why now" 
frame. Why is it that they need to pay attention and take action now. 

Emphasize that what you are doing is brand new; that it is based on currently emerging trends 
and market opportunities that you, and only you, have noticed. Nobody wants to hear old, 
rehashed stuff. They want to be at the forefront. They want to have an "unfair advantage" over 
the competition by being the first to apply an emerging concept.

Your audience also needs to know that what they are hearing about is unique to you. It has 
emerged as a result of your work. You recognized patterns and market forces that others have 
not. You have taken advantage of these. What you are presenting is not some rehashed old  
thinking.

You also must present your materials in such a way as to make clear that your perspective is  
unique to you and you know more about these things than anybody else.

Market Forces

To further build credibility and status you will next want to talk about trends in the market 
forces.  You will want to consider three: economic forces, social forces, and technology forces.

As far as the economy goes, what trends are present in the economy now. What financial  
forces are at work? How do they create unprecedented opportunity for your big idea?

For instance, you might want to talk about the shift in the concentration of wealth.  You might 
want to note that wealth is shifting from the middle to the upper segments of the market.  
Therefore, those competitors still targeting the middle of the market will have difficulty in 
maintaining  their  profitability  whereas  those  who shift  their  focus  to  those  in  the  upper 
segments will have the opportunity to do very well.

Social trends would include things like changes in people's behavior patterns.  People may be 
suffering increases in stress because their environment is changing so rapidly.  Or, with the 
increase in government dependence only the self reliant will prosper so you may want to shift 
your focus to servicing them.  If the baby boomers are market for your offerings, you will want 
to consider how their shift towards their retirement years could change the demand for your 
services.

And, as technology goes, the shifts in social media, ease of access to communication, etc.  may 
impact the way you deliver your offerings.  Or the fact that technology is making the world 
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change so much faster this could create opportunity for if additional offerings that can help 
people keep up.

Integrate these trends into your big idea.

Creation Myth

When you're finished talking about the market forces you will want to tell people what caused 
you to get to this point with your big idea.  You will want to tell a story.  You will want to take 
your audience through your process.  Why do you want to do this?  Remember, the croc brain  
likes movement.  If it can follow how you went from point A to point B it will like what you're  
presenting better.  So talk about your big idea.  How did you think of it?  What made you 
recognize the magnitude of the opportunity? How did it evolve?

The structure of your story, your creation myth, should be in the form of the classic hero's 
journey set forth by Joseph Campbell in his book " Hero With a Thousand Faces." According 
to Campbell, the “Hero’s Journey” occurs when:

“A hero ventures forth from the world of common day into a region of supernatural  
wonder: fabulous forces are there encountered and a decisive victory is won: the hero  
comes  back  from  this  mysterious  adventure  with  the  power  to  bestow  boons  
(blessings or benefits) on his fellow man.” 

If you're not familiar with this it goes, more or less, as follows: 

• Start off high. [describe how things are now – pick something positive or in an upward 
trend]

• Tell them about your low point. [things were not always so wonderful]

• Tell them about your turning point. [“then I had a breakthrough and I learned . . .”]

• Tell them how things are now going well – give them some inspiration so that they can 
see that they have a way out by following you. [“I’m going to show you how this is 
possible for you too.”]

When you talk about your victory, your big idea which you're about to introduce, you will 
integrate the most important trends and their implication and you will talk about the current 
market window and not knowing how long it will remain open.

This process validates your big idea. Your prospects will buy into your story arc and will see  
how much sense your idea and its positioning make.

Emphasize how astute you were in seeing the opportunity. It was not obvious to anybody else.  
Note that it has barely just emerged and you were very astute in seeing its potential and you 
are continuing to develop it.
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Make sure you show the path of evolution. Remember that the croc brain pays attention to 
movement.  Highlight the path and get your audience involved in seeing themselves travel 
along it. That will hold their attention.

Introduce Your Big Idea

You're  finally  at  the  point  where  you  have  set  the 
groundwork  to  introduce  what  is  probably  the  most 
critical  component  of  your  business:  your  big  idea. 
Details can come later. Right now the croc brain is not 
interested in them.  It  is  only interested in something 
novel,  that  moves  quickly,  is  concrete,  visual,  put  in 
context, and not threatening.

This is a gaping hole that most presenters leave.  Most 
people jump right in to the details of what they have and 
they don't give the overview or the context of what they're trying to accomplish.  The croc 
brain does not like this.

Back in 1999, venture capitalist, Geoff Moore, came up with the idea introduction pattern. 
This is where you orient the audience and set the stage for the experience of working with you. 
Here it is in its general format: 

"For  [target  market]  who  are  dissatisfied  with  [what's  available]  my  idea  is  a  
[product category] that provides [key problem/solution] unlike [competing product].  
My idea is [describe key features].”

Remember, you want to keep their attention without posing a threat to the croc brain. Here's 
what it is, here's who it's for, who competes with it. No anxiety, fear, or drama.

This description shows that this is not just some random idea. Instead it has evolved to mesh 
with market forces and you are taking advantage of a possibly brief window of opportunity. Do 
they want to come with you?

Because the brain pays attention to motion you want to paint a movie of your idea moving 
away from the "old" way of doing things toward the new. This makes your idea easy to grasp 
and does not pose a threat.

For example:  Coaches, consultants, and other entrepreneur is who are sick and tired  
of not knowing where their next client is coming from or are sick and tired of working  
with difficult clients that don't want to pay, now can come to us to learn how to get  
their ideal prospect to say "I have to get your program - now." My breakthrough  
program gets  them clients  that  are  fun to  work with,  or  happy to pay,  and who  
consume less time because I have integrated the latest in the science of the brain into  
my teachings.  Nobody else is doing this.  This is cutting edge.  This presentation will  
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tell you how.

Another Example:  The Expert community has been forced to evolve. Gone are the  
days when you could succeed by charging by the hour or by building your business  
using an ascension model. Why?  It is because there is a fundamental economic shift.  
The people with the means to hire you are now concentrated in the upper rungs.  And,  
they do not behave like the clients you are used to.  As a result there is a fundamental  
disconnect between the way you and other experts have traditionally built businesses  
and the way you need to build now.  Step into your value and take it  out  to the  
world.This presentation is dedicated to explaining how.

What  you'll  notice  is  that  big  ideas  have  a  number  of  common  characteristics.   These 
characteristics are all designed to get by that croc brain we have been talking about.  The big 
idea a must be something new, easy to explain, unique, or regional, have a prospect focus 
benefit,  be  supported  by  proof,  and  it  has  to  support  your  unique  selling  proposition. 
Makesure  that  when  you  develop  your  big  idea  at  you  incorporate  as  many  of  these 
characteristics as possible.

Creating your big idea is not a trivial exercise.  If you can incorporate all of the above elements 
into your big idea, you'll find that the payoff can be huge.

Step 2: Address Problems Your Big Idea Really Solves [10 minutes]

When you begin to talk about the problems your big idea solves it is very easy to scare off the 
croc brain with too many details. So, tune you message to your audience's croc brain. If you 
target the neocortex, your message will bounce right off.

It is during this component of your presentation where you will integrate the work that you 
did on identifying and articulating how what you do satisfies the force human drives.  It is 
here that you will integrate the work that you did in identifying your ideal prospect's moving 
towards and moving away emotions.  And, you will begin to leverage the three universal rules:  
we want what we can't have, we chase whats running away, and we only value was hard to  
obtain.

The first thing you'll have to do is get their attention. Be exciting. Remember, boring = ignore. 

Another thing that you're going to want to do that you may not know about is that you want to  
create a push/pull between desire and tension.  You may be asking what am I talking about? 
Well, neuroscience has shown that when a person is feeling both desire and tension they are 
actually  paying  attention.  D+T=A If  they  do  not  have that  push/pull  between desire  and 
tension they cannot be fully paying attention.

How do you create desire? You offer a reward. What kind of things are perceived as rewards?

• A short video;
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• A new idea;

• Good metaphors and analogies that simplify complex topics;

• Wrapping your argument in story;

• Pretty pictures;

• A well painted tale;

to name a few. What you give them must be something nice that they don't expect. And, keep 
their curiosity up so they anticipate further reward.

If there is no tension, your prospect is just politely "listening" to you but thinking about other 
things. They walk away saying "what a nice presentation" but they don't buy.

How do you create tension? Let the audience know that the stakes are high for them. That 
they may miss out on the opportunity and that this has huge negative implications for them. 
Displays into the fact that we want what we can't have, we chase with moving away, and value  
with hard to obtain.

A simple pattern you can use is something like this:

• Push: There is a real possibility that this might not be for you. [pause]

• Pull: But, then again, if this works out you could be on to something huge.

When you are using this push/pull pattern you want to make sure that that you don't overdo it 
and  fall  into  a  position  of  selling  hard.   Remember  our  discussion  about  this  earlier. 
Remember also that selling hard equals needines in the mind of your prospect and that causes 
fear in the croc brain which will destroy your presentation.

The key is to strike a perfect balance between desire and tension.  When you do this properly 
you will be in a position to tell a beautiful story that will keep your audience at the edge of 
their seats and beginning to want what you have.  

After you through with your story, you're going to need to recapture their attention.  The best 
way to do this is to tell a story, reveal the intrigue, maybe you tell a story about a past client. 
Maybe you tell a story about a colleague's they're about to meet when they start working with 
you.  In any case the story wants to have a narrative art of its own: the hero is in the jungle; 
he's up to his neck and crocodiles; will he make it out?  And you can leave them hanging for a  
little bit - you can finish the story later.  This is known as an open loop.

Step 3: Present Your Offer [2 minutes]

In this next step you are going to tell your audience what you have for them. This is when you 
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present your offer, your value proposition.  Describe your audience exactly what they're going 
to  get  when  they  decide  to  do  business  with  you.   And,  remember,  the  most  important 
deliverable in your deal is you.

This should only take a couple of minutes.  You will have gone over things in detail in the 
previous step so this is just a conclusion where you tell them what they need to do in order to 
work with you.

Step 4: Induce the Wanting State [3 minutes]

Here comes the fun part.  I am about to show you how to induced that "wanting" state in your  
prospects. 

Did you know that you can get people to decide that they 
want  your  offering  before  they  fully  understand  it? 
Remember,  decisions  are  not  analytical.   People  don't 
research, analyze, and then decide.  

In fact, an article appeared in Wired magazine with the title 
"Brain Scanners Can See Your Decisions Before You Make 
Them."   It  was  a  study  by  John  Dylan  Haynes,  a 

neuroscientist at the Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences who tells 
us that people characterize things in less than 150 ms, well before the conscious mind is aware 
of it.  One more reason to pay attention and implement these things.

So, how do we create this wanting or 'I must have it or else' state?  We do it for something 
called creative Fraining.  Remember the framing we talked about it the beginning?  Well this 
is  an extension of  the  same technique.   Except  we're  going  to  introduce some additional 
frames.

The intrigue frame: dopamine, builds desire: introduce something the target wants.  Tell a 
story: jungle, beasts, will he make it?  Maybe something that's happening in your market that  
you know and they don't.  Hook them in.

Prizing: Money is the commodity, you are the prize.  This is an extension of the frame that we 
started out with.  This is one of the best offers in the market.  I'm choosy about with whom I  
work.  It seems as though I could work with you but I'm not sure.  Tell me about yourself.

Time: Again this is an extension of the time frame that we talked about earlier.  You give them 
just enough time to make a decision so that they think that the decision to participate is theirs. 
No time pressure.  But you must make sure that you let them know that the deal won't be 
around forever.  This gives some feeling of scarcity and the potential loss triggers tension.

In addition, the social pressure of just having given amazing presentation in a few minutes 
and turning to someone and saying "Now you tell me what you have, tell me about you and 
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your company."  will further elevate your status.  They will try and do it.  They will try and 
meet the level of your performance and they will fail because they don't know what you have 
just learned.  They are not prepared to present themselves. 

Then you can move along with your sale.  Features and benefits.  Offer the prize, get to the 
hook point where the buyer is selling themselves and chasing you.

Done properly, you will create a visceral "wanting" in your prospects.  What will happen then 
it is that they will begin qualifying themselves to you.  They will be telling you why you should 
do business with them.  The tables will have been completely turned.  Done right, watch your 
conversions rise.

Step 5: Ask for a decision

Finally, you get to the point where you ask for a decision. That's 
it. If you have positioned everything right your ideal clients will 
jump up and make the move to join you in your program.

CONCLUSION

ne of the things I like about this framework is that it lets you learn to persuade quickly  
and intuitively.  You don't need to study this like you would differential equations. It is 

almost second nature once you learn it.
O
Also, it certainly differentiates you. Differentiation is important because it build status.  When 
you walk into a room and establish status for yourself, change who's needy and who is the 
prize by getting frame control and prizing yourself and then from a platform of status give an 
amazing 20 minute pitch, at that point you don't have to ask "what do you think." You say, 
"See what I have.  You say I'm very interested to hear about you and how do you relate to our 
fantastic product."

Would you be a good client for us?  Why don't you tell us about you and your business relative 
to our program.

So, there you have it - how to develop a great presentation.  But it doesn't stop there.  None of  
this is useful unless it is used in context.  To have an amazing business you need to fill out the 
rest  of  the pieces.   So,  in the  associated audio,  I  will  both show you the structure  of  the 
presentation and show you the rest of the pieces that you need to build the business that you 
want.
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NEXT STEPS

f you you like our assistance in streamlining your presentation or  in integrating this latest 
research into your business please contact my office. We can be reached at 001-561-290-

2180 and through our web site: http://dorinalanza.com .
I
And, if  you would like to participate in the Purpose to Profit  Prosperity System program, 
please go to http://dorinalanza.com/p-to-p , tell us a little about your business and we will set 
up a time to have a conversation.
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Ms. Lanza holds an MBA in Strategic Planning and International Business from Northeastern 
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